The Creative Learning Journey has been fully updated
to meet the requirements of the new National Curriculum for 2014
We could all do with a bit of good news to kick-start the New Year, so I’m delighted to let you know
that the Creative Learning Journey is ready to support your school as it faces the demands of the
2014 National Curriculum.
Our development team – headed up by a former Head Teacher – has been busy updating the
Creative Learning Journey, converting the new curriculum into straightforward Learning Outcomes
for pupils from Reception to Year 6. Our fully revised online resources will be live by the end of
January, with the existing CLJ also remaining online for all subscribing schools.
The CLJ continues to feature all the elements you have come to rely on:





The flexibility to create topic-based schemes of work that feature the Learning Outcomes
pupils need
The ability to import these activities into your daily, weekly and termly plans
The power to track progress and coverage of individuals, classes and groups using a ‘traffic
light’ system
The facility to track National Curriculum coverage

And, with the NEW version, there’s even greater flexibility:




The convenience of having the new documentation already translated into simple Learning
Outcomes to make planning and assessment even easier
The ability to reverse the process by selecting the NC statements you want to cover and
have the Learning Outcomes automatically selected
The ability to choose which areas of learning to include in your topic – from just 1 to all 7

With the CLJ, your primary school can tailor-make a cohesive curriculum that enriches learning,
meets the needs of your particular pupil profile and fulfils the government’s requirements. Proven to
raise standards by ensuring pupil progression, the CLJ simplifies planning for teaching staff, including
those with children of mixed ages and/or abilities and those with pupils working to P scales. As
before, teachers also have access to the CLJ library, which contains thousands of topic wheels
created by fellow professionals. In addition, the CLJ continues to cover PSHE and RE – keeping the
previous guidance as a basis for schools to build upon.
If you have any specific questions, please do not hesitate to call me on 01634 716222. Along with the
whole CLJ team, I look forward to continuing to support your school with the Creative Learning
Journey in 2014.
Yours sincerely

Des Harris
The Creative Learning Journey
www.thecreativelearningjourney.co.uk

